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LARRAZOLO THE MAN

'

CHOSEN BY DEMOCRATS
Beloved Leader Will l ead the Democratic Party to
Victory This Fall A. A. Jones National Committee
man Richardson and Harris go to Denver from
This District.

Last Evening Session.
In the presence of a magnificent
audience. Chairman Hinkle rapped for
order at 5:25 at l3t n'tt's session
of the .Territorial Democratic Convention and In his characteristic businemanner, called for (he first
ss-like
number In the order of business, the
report of the committee on resolutions. It was stated that this committee was not ready to report but would
be In a few minutes. It was suggested
by the Honorable Mr. Chaves of Albuquerque that some silver tongued
orator be called upon to speak, but
first moved that the order of business
be changed so that the first thing to
be done after receiving the report of
the resolutions committee be' the nomination of the Democratic candidate
for Delegate to Congress. His motion
carried unanimously, whereupon Hon.
H. B. Ferguson, of Albuquerque, was
called upon. Mr. Ferguson's advent
on the stage was accompanied by contiguous applause, and this same applause was continued at Intervals
throughout his entire speech, which
.

--

will be found on page two.
The report of the committee on resolutions 'being ready, was read, as
follows:
Territorial Democratic Platform.
Mexico,
We. the Democrats
at
In delegate convention-assembleRoswell, again renew our pledge of
of-Ne-

allegiance to those fundamental principles of democracy as originally enunciated by our first great leader, Thomas Jefferson, chief among which is
contained in the maxim. "Equal rights
to all, special privileges to none." We
believe this maxim, rightly applied,
Am capable of solving all
the great'
questions which are now agitating the
minds of the American people the
reform of the tariff, the suppression
of the trusts, the regulation of the
railroads and the attitude of our government towards imperialism
-

'

"We recognize

that'tfies democracy

today, many

et the United States has,

tried and trusted leaders, anyone of
whom would worthily fill the office of
Chief Magistrate oflhis great nation.
the
- but we cannot fall to recognize
further fact that there is one democrat ie leader, wb above all others,
has Identified himself with all the reforms now demanded by our party and
who has endeared himself to every
believer in Democratic principles and
whose very name, of Itself, constitutes
platform upon which the. Democracy
of this nation could well stand ia the
coming campaign In other words we
believe the 'nomination of William
Jennings Bryan by the Democratic
convention . at Denver is- - demanded
toy every consideration of political
principle and party policy.
THEREFORE, be H resolved that
the delegates to be selected by this
Convention to" represent the Democracy of New Mexico at the Democratic
National Convention to be held at
Denver on. July 7th, 1908, be and they
hereby are. Instructed to rote tor
the
William Jennings Bryan-aof our party for the Presidency
of Oe United States, as long as his
ie la. before the convention.
r "s c""ce '"is public trust and
y cf any oCce, either
i
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all of his official duties; and we condemn the Republican party of this
Territory for Its disregard of this princorciple, tor Its
except for that
ruption and ring-rulbrief period of time, during which one
Chief Executive of the Territory was
endeavoring to adhere to and carry
out some lof the principles of government we advocate and endorse, and
whose efforts resulted in his removal
from office by a Republican President.
We call the attention of the executive and of the Judicial Departments,
and of the people of this Territory
generally, to the many open, shameful
and defiant frauds and violations of
our election laws that have disgraced
our public elections in this Territory
in the past, and notably at the last
general election. It was conclusively
proved by legal and competent evidence and was not denied, that in the
coal camps of Colfax county the polls
were established by the order of the
Commissioners of the said County on
theprivate lands of the respective
companies owning and operating coal
mines; that the managers of said
companies arbitrarily refused to allow
any Democrats to be present at the
polls in said coal camps on election
day; that in some of said coal camps
Democratic challengers were subjected to Indignities and forcibly ejected
from said camps by Deputy Sheriffs
acting under Instructions from the
Managers of said companies; that the
ballot boxes were stuffed and the registration and poll books were padded
and hundreds of foreigners were compelled to vote the Republican ticket
under threats of discharge. We call
e,

.

pledge our representatives in the next
legislature to work and vote for such
a law.
We believe that all county officers
should be paid fixed salaries, instead
of fees or commissions, for all ser
vices required of them by the Govern

ment.
We condemn the policy of the Fed
eral Government in prohibiting the
free grazing of livestock in the forest
reserves of the Territory, as unwar
ranted and arbitrary; such policy
tends to injure and destroy the inter
ests of many small livestock raisers
and may create a monopoly of that
industry by the very few wealthy owners of sheep and cattle. The conser
vation of our timber in such reserves
and the wise regulation of its use in
order to prevent its waste and des
truction, is a commendable economic
measure, but the free use of the
lands in such reserves for the grazing
of live stock under suitable regulations does not in an manner interfere
with the proper care and protection
of the timber growing therein .nd we
pledge the best effort of our candi
date for Delegate to Congress to se
cure the removal of pasturage charges.
We recognize that under an act of
Congress, the Inter-Stat- e
Commerce
Commission has complete jurisdiction
to regulate rates to be charged by
common carriers doing business in
New Mexico. We charge that in
numerous instances such rates .are
not only excessive and exorbitant but
gross iniustica -- is done through dis
criminations. We therefore favor the
creation of a commission by legislat
ive enactment whose duty it shall be
to investigate the facilities furnished,
rates and discriminations and where
injustice is being done any citizen or
community, present such grievances
(Continued on Page Two.)
.

JAMES

f. hinkle named

PERMANENT CHAIRMAN.
As the Daily Record went to press
Wednesday afternoon the Territorial
Democratic convention iwa3 discuss
ing the report of the committee on
credentials. With a few alterations
the report was adopted by unanimous
vote and the report of the committee
on permanent organization and order
of business .was taken up. For per

manent organization this

report re

TO-DAY-

'S

SESSIONS
The Territorial Democratic convention held its business
session this
morning, following an automobile ride
for the delegates through the farming
country east of Roswell, which tho'
enjoyable and appreciated by those
for whom it was given, delayed the
meeting until 11:10. When called to
order the convention proceeded to
business at once, taking up the selection of . the national committeeman.
Hon. H. Fergusson, for 16 years na
tional
committeeman,
Democratic
took the floor and, showing a great
spirit of magnanimity,
declined to
come before the convention for the
same place again, and in the spirit
of harmony, nominated for this res
ponsible position Hon. A. A. Jones,
of Las Vegas, former Territorial
chairman. Hon. O. A. Larrazolo then
w?oclirig the
took the floor, ami'
nomination and, for the convention,
accepting the declination of Mr. Fergusson, paid tnat gentleman the most
sparkling and at the same time earn
est tribute that could be given a Democrat for party work. He declared that
such spirit could mean nothing but
Democratic victory next fall.
A. J. Welter, ' speaking for Chaves
county, said that this county had intended to place the name of Captain
John W. Poe before the .convention
a3 a candidate for national commit
teeman, but would show the same
spirit of harmony as Bernallillo county
and second the nomination of Mr.
Jones. At this point the rules were
suspended, and Mr. Jones! was electj
ed by acclamation.
Upon the selection of Tr. Jones as
national committeeman cjccurred the
scene of the whole
most affecting
Securing the floor, Mr.
convention.
Jones walked to the sidej of Mr. Fergusson, who was on the ppposite side
of Vie room, and said: "There is only
one place where I woulf accept this
honor, and that is at the side of my
beloved friend and fellow Democrat,
H. B. Fergusson."
The cheering was tremendous, and,
continuing, Mr. Jones said: "Here in
the presence of this convention I
want to embrace Mr. Fergusson, for
I cannot have a warmer ' friend than
he, and just as I have worked with
him and for him through, the years
past, I will continue to rdo so, and
if ever I have an opportunity to work
for him again, I will do o with all
my might and power." As he said
this, he took the honored and older
committeeman in his axmi and continued his speech with an expression
in his voice and with expressions in
both his and Mr. Fergusspn's faces
that showed the love and (friendship
running to the depth of their hearts.
Continuing a short speech, Mr.
Jones said: "I thank this convention
for "this honor, an honor that is as
great as can be given any man, that
of sitting in the council of the National Democratic Committee. I can
see nothing but Democratic success,
nationally as well as territorially.
Bryan is my choice of all others. I
am for him because I knowj him and
know for what he stands. With him
in the lead, there can be p.o power
that will prevent Democratic victory
this falL We want a Democratic legislature, also. What we must do is
to get down to business."
proceeded
to
then
convention
The
select the delegates to the National
Convention at : Denver,
Democratic
one
delegate
7,
and one alternate
July
being selected from each judicial district, as follows:
First : J. H. Crist, of Rio Arriba,
and Marcelino Garcia, of Sasta Fe.
Burkhart, of
Summers
Second:
Bernalillo, and Chas. Raff, of Valencia
Third: W. B. Walton, oC, Grant,
and MiBton Torres, of Socorro.
John Morrow, ol Colfax,
Fourth:
Eugenio Romero, of Mora,
Fifth: G. A. Richardson, of Roswell, and John H. (Harris of Roosevelt

commended the following officers:
Chairman, J. F. Hinkle, of Roswell;
Secretary, Raphael Romero, of Mona
secretary,
Corespondmg
county ;
county;
J. D. Prlddy, of Roosevelt
Reading Clerk, J. L. Zimmerman of
AnLas Vegas; First
'
tonio Joseph, of Taos county; Sec
H. B. Ferguson
ond
of Albuquerque, and also recommendorder of business:
attention to the fact that these arbi- ed the following committee
on creden
Report of the
trary acts have been continuously
practiced in Colfax county for the past tials.
Report of committee on permanent
eight years until they have ripened la- organization and order of business.
an established system.
Report of committee on resolutions.
The undisputed record of the County Valencia in election matters for Selection of delegates to national
the past quarter of a century has been convention.
Selection of national committeeman
a stigma and a reproach upon the fair
Naming of central committee.
name of New Mexico. It Is a proven
of delegate to Congress.
Nomination
and established fact and it is not even
The report further recommended
required that the voters should go to
con
the polls in that county, but the that two delegates to the national judi
from
vent
each
ion
selected
be
officers of the Election Board cast
to a
the ballots lor all the absentees, while cial district and each be entitled counsame
vote,
no
the
front
two
half
ta some Instances the registration ty,
and that they be approved by the
s
in
lists are copied into the
whole
convention.
alphabetical
At
the
order.
last
strict
The report was adopted unanimous
election in this county --and in Torrance County, Republican ballots were ly.
Mr. Hinkle was escorted to the
substituted in place of Democratic
ballots actually cast, and in one .pre- stage by a committee named by Chair
cinct to the latter county the judges man Chaves, composed of Hon. Anton
of election openly refused to permit io Joseph, Hon. H. B. Ferguson and
Hon. O. A. Larrazolo, altho' the latany Democratic ballots to be cast.
The foregoing Instances are but a ter was hot in the room to perform
few of the many open and defiant vio- the office. Mr. Hinkle was received
with continuous
and heartfelt aplations of our election laws and it Is plause
responded
with a short ad
and
humllattng to be compelled to acknowledge that with the single excep- dress that was received in the spirit
contion of Mr. Frank W. Clancey, District- in which it was given, that of a
hope of victory and
-Attorney
of the Second Judicial viction as to the
District, no action has ever been ta- belief in the argument upon which
Mr. Hinkle's ad
ken by any Republican official. Na- that hope is based.page
four.
tional or Territorial, to stop these ab- dress is given on
not being
The
resolutions
committee
uses or to punish the offenders.
ready to report, the convention took
with
demand,
We
and if entrusted
a recess until 7:30 last night.
the power, we pledge ourselves to a
. The Results
t
strict enforcement of the election
laws by the Courts and prosecuting Of a poor mechanic shoeing your
horse are corns, narrow heel, cracked
oncers.
&V:V;..
hoof
and a broken gait. I have sheers county.;-';''In"
V.e are heartily
favor of the
corns Sixth: A. H. Hudspeth, of Lincoln,
txxz'.s''- - cf all party cjrildates by who correct faulty gait, cure
"? cf t" i T
at primary and all defective feet. Cruse, the and J- - E. Horton, of Otero.
n,

,

poll-book-

S

fcricts. In the Fourth,
Wm. Bunker
and Pas Vaiverde were nominated ad
ditional to the two who were select
ed. Mr. Bunker withdrew in the interest of harmoay, but gave notice
that he wanted it four years hence.
Mr. Romero received 147 voes and
Vaiverde 85. In the Sixth Jesus M.
Casuas, of Guadalupe, and F. F. Jen
nings, of Torrance, were- - additional
candidates. The vote on the four was:
. Hudspeth, 168
A.
J. E. Horton, 110; Jesus M. Casuas, 97
F.
F. Jennings,' 50.
After the selection of the delegates
to the national convention, the meeting took a recess, it being after one
o'clock, until 2:30.
Territorial Committee.
The afternoon session assembled
at the court house, and was called to
order at 2:55. The regular work of
the convention was completed with
the selection of the Territorial Central Committee, as follows:
Summers Burkhart, E.
Bernalillo:
V. Chaves.
" Chaves:
John I. Hinkle, R. D.
Bell.
Geo. B. Barringer, Tbos.
Colfax:
E. Owen.
N. C. Frenger, Eduar- Dona Ana:
lc

serrate.

Eddy:

G. V. McUw,-,'- a

Grant:

Colin Neblett,

'
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A Roswell Citizen taking a Prominent

FERGUSON
NOMINATES

Ti

part in the Democratic Convention

the ballotsrwere deposited was over
In the corner where you could not
see it. You put your vote In, and
presumably the judge of the election
went and put it in the ballot box. We
knew ithat a certain precinct had many Democratic votes, but when the
election returns came in, they showed only
f'went to one of the
clerks of the election, and XI won't
tell you the details, but I got him to
tell me that when the Democratic
ballots weir handed in, that the Judge
would drop them into the empty box
by the window and as he went over
to the ballot box, would take a Republican ballot from his pocket and
put It in the ballot box.
Now, two years ago the Democratic
party, with everything Republican,
was discouraged. Nobody wanted to
run. I had run one time when there
thi-ee-

ton.
Guadalupe:
,W. C. Burnett, Francisco Manzanares.
Lincoln:
John A. Haley, Scipio
Salazar.
J. N. Upton, E. M. ClauLuna:
sen.
Eugenio
Romero, Jacob
Mora:
Florsheim.
McKinley:
J. M. Carman, Rees
Beddow.
Otero: O. W. Miller, A. J. Buck.
Quay:
C. C. Davidson, O- - C. Hamm-

LARRAZOLO
Mr. Chairman,

Ladies

and

Gentle-

men:

This is but a continuation of what
told you a moment ago. We are
nominating a candidate for delegate
to congress. We also should have in
mind, my friends, that we are also
making a nomination
tonight with
ond-Rio
reference,
almost certainly, to the was no chance of my election. To run
C. L. Pollard, Felix statehood fight that is coming. The me any more would have looked ridicArriba:
Garcia,
nomination has been made, and I sec- ulous. Finally, Larrazolo, at work In
H. T. Jones, John F. ond on behalf of Bernalillo county, his profession,
Roosevelt:
was telegraphed to
Taylor.
first, because it is an act of simple by the Democratic
convention that
Sandoval:
John W. Sullivan.
justice. Two years ago, when the Re- was without a candidate, and asked
Wm. Butler, M. D. Tay- publican regime, corrupt as it was, if he would accept the nominatloa.
San Juan:
lor.
was in power, backed by patronage He is not a rich man. He is a man of
San Miguel: James D. Hann.
back in the different sections of New a large family, working hard for their
Mexico, that you more fortunate in support, and universally conceded to
Santa Fe: Jno. P. Victory.
Socorro: A. C. Torres, and H, M. Chaves county do not know so much be an honest man. He needed his
Daugherty.
about, because you have a Democratic time and labor, but, as was referred
Alexander Gusdorf, Juan county government here and you do to so beautifully by the gentleman
Taos:
N. Vigil.
not know the outrages that we have who preceded me, this man had lived
John Laseter, F. F. had to submit to in the counties that in Texas. Larrazolo got his schooling
Torrance:
Jennings.
are Republican, farther from you. So as a Democrat from those great TexUnion:
J. C. Slack, Howell Ear- firmly intrenched were they that the as Democrats. Larrazolo, ' when he
nest.
Democratic party, in some counties, got the telegram, reviewed his prac
Chas. Roff, A. C. De was almost disorganized. Ballot boxes tice and work'; thought of his faml
Valencia:
Baca.
stuffed ; persecutions before the grand But, I will tell you, my t&eC&a, he
This provides for all counties, ex- jury of humble Democrats for preten Is a true man, and he wired back: "I
cept Sierra, which will be supplied ded crimes. It has been within my will take it and do the' best I can. I
personal knowledge, as a lawyer1 prac- have no money; you must help me
later.
As the Record went to press this ticing in the courts of New Mexico, out on that." And they did. He took
afternoon the convention was discuss- that men who are Democrats, humble
(Continued on Page Four.)
ing the advisability of sending a dou citizens, Americans as well us MexiJ)ttttiW
ble delegation, of 12, to the Denver cans, in these counties, who, when
convention, and campaign plans.
we were led by the incomparable and
8
Save Your Nerves.
Antonio Joseph, while CleveTry the U. S. Meat Market, the honest
by wearing correctly fitted
was President, we were able to
land
tf maintain our party, then, my friends,
quality market.
glasses.
j
DR. HUNSBERGER.
these men- succeeding to power, perSpecialist in fitting glasses.
DR. A. E. O'FLAHERTY
S secuted honest Democrats of any race,
3
Zink's Jewelry Store.
I
as
pretended
crimes,
and,
under
Office and Family practice. .
Permanent Location.
know personally, they have gone to
Special attention given the
them, after they were under indicttreatment of tuberculosis by
ment, they had been Democrats for
the immunization method, 119
years when we used to carry New
W. 2nd St.
Tires Loose T
Mexico so easily for Joseph, had been
Phones 119 & 344.
I can shrink your buggy ard wagon
strong, honest Democrats,
who, to tire without
dishing your wheeL We
this day believe in the immortal prin- wedge your spokes
them
ft ciples of Democracy and these emis- hot. R. F. Cruse. - and shrink 82tf
power
of
came and
those in
saries
'
made this proposition: "It you will
DR. PRtasus x :
ye, oar, bom
ELECTRIC
agree to vote the Democratic ticket, md throat. Glasses fitted; 'phone 130.
FANS,
this will be nolled." Under that sort
IRONS,
Work for two big teams.
of regime we lived in some counties. WANTED:
MOTORS,
Apply
R.
88tf
F.
Cruse.
.
fittingly
.
denounced
It has been
CHANDELIERS,
some of these outrages in our plat- NEW
WIRING,
YORK CUTS OUT RACE
I

"

-

.

--

form announced

ANYTHING

IF IT'S ELECTRIC

years ago,

SEE

...

,:

C

-

tonight.

Now. two

everything Republican;
Otero governor, the Territory RepubGUNSUU
lican, all the judges, all the officers,
Same old office, 110 N. Main.
all the government employees RepubPhone 141
lican, good honest Democratic voters
9
intimidated into silence, and, where
intimidation
would not work they
would stuff the ballot box. I tell you
something that I believe is true, and
215 N. Main St.
Phone 65.
evidence I can tell you also. In
the
PARSONS It SON.
S a certain
9
election, the window where
BROKERS. .
were put in was fixed so
ballots
the
Home at 708
SPECIALTIES:
only one pane of glass in
that
had
it
Peniw for sale or rent.
It. This window was about as high
He
KNOWS
PARSONS
. ASK
as a man's face when he went up to
vote. They had blankets all over the
window so you could only; see in
I Buy and Sell Horses.
where the glass was broken out. You
sou I There were contests for the places At E. M. Smith's old atand ea See- would walk up, offer your vote, the
BasMlL
Mttw Judge would take it. The table where
1CJ I of honor in the Fourth and Sixth, dls-- cad stiost.
;

r'acksmlth.

x-;- f

;.

v

-

M.
W. B. Wal-
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v
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do'
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m
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TRACK GAMBLING TODAYt
Albany, June 11. The senate today voted on the anti-rac- e
track
gambling bills, which passed the assembly yesterday. Senator Foelker,
whose serious illness constituted an
element of doubt as to the outcome
of Gov. Hughes" fight to make gambling at race tracks, a crime, was better today and his physician considered him able to answer the roll ealL
The first test vote resulted la a vie-tory ; for the measure, 26 to JS. The
question was on an amendment, the
effect of which would be to kill the
pending bill. Foelker was present and
voted with the majority.
Boellner, the Jeweler, has ft cheaper

-

Russell does Boiler work.

,

ROSWELL DAILY RECORD

favor of statehood for New Mexico in (and when they come and are rea- give you rates so that you can haul
are not sincere, but made for the pur- dy; to report, I wish you to announce it out I tell job, Hke the- great
pose of influencing territorial elec- It to me) I want to tell you that I states of Oklahoma
Scresn Users 2nd Sss!::s
and Texas, we
DEMOCRATIC IN POLITICS.
.
tions, and we regretfully express It have been watching the signs of the will make them treat every man
The mosquitoes and flies will
'
as our profound conviction that New times for the last few weeks very right,"-:- '
soon begin their warlike operaC. B. "iMM
. Basins ivMtMgM Mexico wilt never- - obtain statehood closely, and I believe; when I come
I am informed, my firiends that the
tions.
CEORQI A. mJCKBTT- Editor. except at the .hands of a National to Chaves county and to this good Committee on, resolutions is ready to
Yon are familiar with the many annoyances and trouble these
city of Roswell, as I always love to report, and since I have been put up
Democratic administration.
you
little pests give you,-anHaylS,190S, a BoavO. IT.
- The reading of the resolutions, was come,
nnder tba Act of Coixim of Haick 8, 1879
and see such a magnificent con- as a stop-gato fill in a few moments,
want- to be prepared to battle
interestedly heard by the great gath- vention and audience as this, and feel I will get out of the way,-- with the
them successfully.
ering and frequently applauded, and the Influence of the contagious enthu- parting injunction to you to get .to
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPT ON.
A GOOD PROTECTICM
Daily, Par Week..
,.i5o finally adopted by unanimous vote. siasm that is in every man's face and gether, and make for the good of the
..'
against
their attacks is to have
Daily. Per Month
It was then decided- to call the roll voice, it makes me feel that this is future of the great state of New Mex
60o
your doors and windows well
Delegate
pronouncindeed,,
as
nominations
for
for
been
counties
before
fiOo
has
Daily, Per Month, (I AdTsnos)
ico, which shall be under a Democratscreened. We have on band at
all times screen doors, Bashes,
Daily, One Year (In Advance)....
96.00 to Congress. Bernalillo county, coming ed on this platform, a Democratic ic banner for all time to come.
etc., and will be pleased to fill
first on the roll, yielded her position year. The influence of this convention
Upon .call of Chaves county . Hon.
your
wants'.
county
Miguel
a
making
to
not
for
only great in the county of K. K. Scott took the floor, was called
San
is
PUBLISHED DAILY IXOTPT SUNDAY BY RECORD PUBLISHING OO
nomination, and Hon. W. B. Bunker Chaves, it is great, and will be in- to the stage, and stated that although
took the stage and delivered- - the fol- creasingly so, all over the Territory Chaves county had intended to presMEMBER ASSOCIATED PRESS.
lowing stirring speech, which fairly of New Mexico. We read in this eve- ent a candidate, in the person of Jas.
ning's paper (the Daily Record) in P. Hinkle, but when this county
brought down the- house;
to do its part, and election day will
your city of Roswell, that Henry
Speech of Mr. Bunker.
learned the conditions oyer, the territtell the balance of the story.
Mr. Chairman, and Member of the
has called on Bryan. And you ory were such that Mr. Larrazolo was
Democratic Convention of the. Terri- tell me that this convention is not the logical selection of the New MexThe Albuquerque Morning Journal
Phone
tory of New Mexico:
influential!
The proud and haughty ico Democracy, the Chaves County
Is the only outside daily having a
There base been two proud events Watterson, who has stood aloof a long Democracy could not think of standspeoial representative at the Territorial Democratic convention. A num- in my life, during my residence in time, has heard from the convention ing in the position of 'being opposed
ber of country weeklies are represen- New Mexico, almost a quarter of a in Chaves county and- has already in any way to a man of such a stripe.
Means
ted by their editors who are delegates. century. One of those times was gone to call on Bryan. (Cheers and Chaves county seconded the nomina.
when I was appointed clerk of the laughter). You tell me that we arg tion of
'Not only will the Democrats of the court when the whole eastern half of not going to win? Aye, if you see th
the
Colfax County also seconded
Satisfaction, Right Grades and Right Prices
Pecos Valley give Larrazolo a bigger New Mexico comprised one district, blanched faces of the Republicans on nomination of Mr. Larrazolo, with an
vote than any other candidate ever at a time long before Chaves county, your streets here; and if you see eloquent speech by John Morrow.
TO YOU
SEE US
received in this section, but even ma- or Eddy counly, or Roosevelt count, them coming around and joining thfc
Dona Ana and Eddy Counties sec
ny Republicans up and down the val- or Quay county, or Union county was little squads of Democrats and want onded Mr. Larrazolo's nomination in
ley will vote for the Democratic nom- ever thought of. I was clerk of your ing to be' friendly, they see the band rapid succession and Grant county, W.
inee for delegate to congress.
court when all eastern New Mexico writing on the wall. They want to B. Walton speaking, did the same,
was one district. I formed acquaint- get in out of the wet, because the
at least 500 major
Chaves Co. Democratic
Although Mr. Hagerman's name ances in those early days which have storm is coming. Ah, my friends, we promising LarrazoloGuadalupe
followed
was not mentioned, there seemed to ripened into friendships that have are not only going tonight to nomi- ity, possibly" 750.
majority.
1,000
promise
of
with
a
suit
For County ; Commissioner 1st Dist be no lack of understanding as to continued during all these years, and nate a candidate for delegate to cont Lincoln county was "still in the Larra-zolvarious allusions made by Democratic I hope will continue until we are call- gress. We are here, In this epoclj
N. J. FRITZ
Luna county promCounty Com'r. Second District
speakers last night. Mr. Hagerman ed to make our great exhibition be- making Democratic convention, go
ised
of
its entire vote for
was in the wrong party, to .accom- fore St. Peter in the settlement of all ing to nominate New Mexico to be"
W. M. ATKINSON.
Roswell and Other Points on the
Mora county voted two
Larrazolo.
Judge,
plish
For Probate
much in the line of reform.
cur final accounts.
a Democratic state (Cheers) whenev- years ago for Larrazolo, but defeated
J. T. EVANS.
Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of er congress is pleased to tell us in the Democratic county candidates,
Mayor Richardson, was perhaps the
For Cleric ot Probate Court,
convention I desire to place in New Mexico, "Your Intelligence hai but the speaker, a defeated candidate
the
first person to suggest inviting the
F. P. GAYLE.
nomination
before this convention a at last dawned on us; we have wak- himself, promised harder work and
was
to
ladles
convention,
the
and it
For County Sheriff,
every Democrat and ened up from our Ignorance; we have more votes for Larrazolo this time.
upon
iwhom
man
a thought worthy of the man. There
C I. BALLARD.
Best reached by direct connections with the A. T. & S. F.
every citizen of New Mexico can look kept you out of statehood, lo, these McKanley county was enthusiastic for
was
no
bickering
and
the
in
strife
For County Assessor,
many years." But the great flood of the great Larrazolo. Quay was short
Be sure your ticket reads
pride.
place
nomiwith
to
I
in
desire
convention and not a word said to
GUY H. HERBERT.
,
a man who has tramped over western immigration that has 'reach- vote for Laraaola. Quay was short
nation
the-the
most
shock
sensibilities
of
County Treasurer and
New Mexico by counties, and I might ed the great Mississippi river, theh on speeches but was long on votes
refined.
.Collector,
say, almost by townships; who has reached the states of Iowa and Ea: for Larrazolo. Rio Arriba seconded the
JAMES SUTHERLAND.
alleged'
carried
his grip and preached Democ sas, and on down into western Texa nomination. Roosevelt now had only
Is
one
councilman
All the way. Full information regarding r cites, etc.
It
that
ot
Superintendent
School,
who is fighting the bawdy house ord- racy. Mr. Chairman, I desire to nomi- still pushing westward by the irresd! one candidate, and would add 1,500
cheerfully furnished.
C. C HILL.
t
nance owns or is agent for a house nate a man as a candidate for dele- tible force that has brought the grea to any of the majorities promised.
County Sarreyor.
on South Pecos that rents for $25 a gate to congress who has been called white race from the plains of Asia,
San Juan promised a majority for
V. B. KBNNEY
month. The house probably would upon to carry the banner of Democ- as they say, first to eastern Europe! Larrazoldt" Santa Fe, "unanimous tor
Traffic Managar,
Amalrilo, Texas
rent for more and all other property racy when, leaders failed. I desire to then to central Europe, then to west! Larrazold.. Socorro county for Larra-zolocean
Europe
era
and
the
Atlantic
lo
name
as
party
a
delegate
candidate for
out of simple justice and
In the neighborhood be worth much
Victory's in Bight.
more if the brothels were abolished. the 61st congress, which includes an and pushing it across to settle thd expediency.
Taos . county will cele- In the first place the Daily Record
election, a man who was in this terri- Atlantic coast, and from ther,er west
to sell certain real estate, the prop
of 'iJtnzr'.?
Hon. A. H. Hudspeth, of White tory when the leaders of Democracy ward, recjaimjjvrir' great middle November.
Is a newspaper.
erty of the estate of Joseph Bowman,
Torrance county for
Oaks, the man who kept the old Re failed to respond to the publUjnjf1! "part of the United States, is still be- Larrazolo first, last and all the time.
which
real e atkT "liescrTifer'uJ "nf."
The national Democratic platform publican gang on the griddle durlnJLdeBiratQ.r-r?.- r
'
ing driven by an irresistible force tnion county promised- - 600 majority
win
lows,
,
will declare in faj
westward, and so has "come to the nor Larrazolo. Valencia seconds the
The N. half of the N. W. quarter
. New "Maxtor
borders of New Mexico, why, it Aarrazolo's nomination without countFOR SALE.
and the N. half of the N. E. quarter
ago,
when Roosevelt ihe the sheeD. the cattle, the dead
Tame two years
and the S. E. quarter of the N. E.
Is the keynote. and
FOR SALE: Brood sows and stock quarter of Sec. 32,
county began to be settled, and It and the absent.
and the S. E. Quar
77tf
hogs. Oasis Ranch.
has grown from casting a few hund--eOn motion Larrazolo was nominated
ter
S. E. quarter of Sec. 29,
of
the
cast-nvotes but two years ago, to
ijnanimously and escorted to the plat- FOR SALE:
Driving horse. 310 S. all in Twp. 12 South, Range 26 East,
vote in a Democrat- ffcrm by Delegates Baca, McDonald
a
Democratic
86t3
Mo.
Chaves county, New Mexico; and,
managers
local
i
Possibly the
of the
ic primary, of over 3,000 votes. The rind Walton. He was greeted enthus
Whereas, there is an indebtedness
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Elgin
FOR
SALE
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A
great tide of immigration is moving iastically by a perfect uproar of
of about $1,100.00 standing against
game of mumblepeg.
Apply
at
movement
watch.
man's
with resistless force. It has struck us (fieers and yells and was introduced
78tf said estate, out of the sale of which
Record office.
UNDERTAKERS
EMBALMERS
and
in eastern New Mexico, and these y the chairman as the next Delegate
Demreal estate said indebtedness is to be
Read and study the Territorial
X second-hanFOR SALE:
iense and, I say prejudiced men in tp Congress.
paid.
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Fairbanks-Morspower
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Mr,
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portable
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sue of the Daily Record.
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corrupt
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Phone
Ambulance Service.
trator will, on the 27th day of June,
faey have kept as out of our just
day, bat getting the vote counted as
al feature, sounding the keynote of FOR SALE:
Celery plants. Apply 1908, at the front dov of the Court
rights. But, like Oklahoma, when she
e Democratic territorial campaigng.
cast is more important still.
R. C. Nisbet, Box 413, Roswell.
House in the City of Roswell, county
became filled with these pioneers and
Tumultuous applause followed Mr.
86tl5eod.
of Chaves and Territory of New MexNow all together for the election
forced, her admission from congress; Lirrazolo'a address.
ico, at the hour of 10 o'clock a. m.
of Hon. A. O. Larrazolo, and the es
forced it from them by their num(Mayor Richardson asks all dele- on that day, offer for sale and sell
the last session of the legislature, be- only raise a spirit of pride in every bers,
tablishment of a free ballot and
intelligence
FOR
and their ates to remain over and help organ- RENT.
by
their
lieves that if ever the brief of Mr. native of New Mexico, but a man who
to
the highest and best bidder for
fair count.
capabilities as American citizens, and
for the great fight. He also invit- - FOR RENT:
Furnished
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cash, all or a part of said real estate,
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elected
who
care
not
do
I
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ea the deleeates to the auto ride in
Mr. Larrazolo truly says that purity be taken out of committee and placed every adopted citizen of New Mexi
house, 202 N. Mo. ave.
at least sufficient to satisfy said inbe a state, in my trie morning, and- - to the smoker at
ad honesty at the ballot box is the before congress, Andrews will be un- coo, that we are going to have suc opinion, wetwowillyears,
debtedness.
unlurn-10large
RENT:
FOR
Three
by force of our ta e Club this evening at 8 o'clock.
m great reform upon which all oth seated. Larrazolo was undoubtedly cess. Mr. Chairman, I desire to nom intelligencein and our capabilities.
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And
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by
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least
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elected
inate a man for delegate to the
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Missouri.
so I tell you, my friends, that we are
L.
B.
Eyes
Boellnert
at
tested
free
ty two years ago.
congress who was a resident, for a not only- - nominating our delegate to
The only reason, the. Republicans
E. A. CAHOON,
great many years, of the great state congress. Tonight we are nominating tqe Jeweler and Optician.
(May 26 tues 5t) Administrator.
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Good Shopping
The wisest shopper in the world is the one who
passes by a bargain Price to seek a bargain Article. .Value at the Price and not the price
alone determines the extent of a bargain.
There is not" a shoe in our store at
any price that is not a downright bargain by the
only definition worth considering.

'made this coon try aoregular paradise,
(e years longer,
which country. i
yon will make one, of the most beautiful spots in this whole United States?
From the looks of this convention,
it seems to me that the democracy of
New Mexico- - are- determined and
ready to meet' the common enemy
and defeat it. Tea, if we will work in
harmony this fall, we will destroy the
Republican party in this .Territory so
that it will never recover again. (Applause.)
In unity there is strength
and if we are united this fall ( as we
certainly must be) we will bury that
corrupt Republican party so deep
that it will never again rise to corrupt the" Territory of Jfew Mexico.
The people of this .Territory, my
friends, are looking to the democratic
party to deliver them from the corrupt ring of the Republican party,
which is the curse of the Territory of
New Mexico. iMy friends, according
to their political ethics, the republican
who is the most active in depriving
democrats from voting, is . the most
deserving. According to their politi
who can
cal ethics, the republican
vote the largest number of sheep for
the republican party, is the cutest.
(Laughter.) According to their polit
ical ethics, my. friends, the republican
who can vote the absentees is the
Host deserving. My friends, accord
ing to their political ethics, the man
who can vote the whole precinct of
the party from A to Z is given a med
al.
Look at the Republican leaders of
this Territory today. They are lead
ers because they have acquired their
leadership through corruption and
fraud". The mass of the good citizenship of the republican party have had
nothing to do with their selection.
Let us, the Democratic party of this
Territory, my friends, let us assure
the people of this Territory that, In
the party of Democracy they have the
party of friendship; that, If they will
unite and help us to select the officials
throughout this country, that they
will have a representation which is
worthy of the democracy in any par:
of this country.
What has the republican par.r done
m this Territory for your interests
and mine? And I am talking to you
gentlemen, not only as democrats but
as citizens, sovereign citizens of this
great Territory. I want to appeal to
vou. as citizens, and ask you this
question; what has republicanism in
this Territory done for your interests?
Paint to one thing where the republi
can party has helped anyone except
the old ring, which constitutes the
republican party to this Territory. Is
not that true? Cast your eyes to the
dry of Washington now. You have
there, who i3 sita
ting upon a chair which does not beMy friends, is
long to him. (Cheers)
it possible that" fhe great republican
party of the territory has no man who
could properly represent us in the
halls of Congress? I know that they
have. I could name many good republicans in this Territory who would
make ideal representatives there. It
is, then, necessary for that party to
go to the great state of Pennsylvania
to import a man from there? (Ap
plause and laughter.)
Are we considered as to who should
be the nominees of the republican
party? Are my friends, the republi-cans in this Territory, considered' as
to who they will have to represent

.
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The Stine Shoe Co.
"Five Hundred" Score Cards

3Wectory;

We have for sale a limited number of
"Five Hundred" Score Cards. They
are just the thing for keeping' tab on
this game and can be had at the

100. for 25c

To Reach The People
Try The Daily Record And Get Results

ADDRESS
Address of Hon. E. V. Chaves.
Gentlemen of the Convention and fellow Democrats:
1 desire to express my most heartfelt thanks for the great honor which
has been bestowed upon me by making me the Presiding officer of this
convention.
It is an honor and a
pleasure, gentleman, of which any
man may well be proud. It is always
pleasant to be In the company of democrats, but it Is certainly doubly so
when one is honored hy being made

the chairman of such a gathering as

heart and center of this magnificent
Valley, which may well be called a
garden of Eden. (Cheers.) From which
however, gentlemen, people will mot
be driven out because they eat heart
ily of the lovely apple; here, where
nature has bestowed its greatest
people are
Here,- where
blessings.
haDDV and ' nrosoeroua
because of
Here,
(Cheers.)
their democracy.
where the very sir Is charged with
democratic perfume.
Yes, we are glad to be here, gen
tlemen, to greet our. brethren of eas
tern New Mexico and to extend to
them our warm hand of friendship.
We, of Northern and Western New
Mexico, we of the great Rio Grande
Valley, the descendants of the conquerors of old, those who first came
to this country and planted the beautiful banner of Christianity upon the
then unknown region of New Mexico,
we come here to meet you, our brothers of eastern New Mexico, you of
--

this. (Cheers.)
We may be congratulated, also, up- modern civilization, you who bare
on being privileged to meet In this come here" recently and by your ener;
beautiful city of Roswell. (Cheers) the gy, push, intelligence and grit, have
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Favorable Location can be found for anyone

to settle

who desires

in this rich, and fertile country.
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It phould be the
ambition of every MAN to

FARM LANDS

OWN A HOME.
We place the opportunity

are becoming more in demand because the many good- features of
Roswell and Chaves County are better known.
We have yet many excellent properties
-

.

For Rent. Sale and
Exchange
and would urge those looking for bargains to lose no time in
municating with us. Every day we are disposing of some choice
com-

sections.."

Own a Home!!

within your reach througrh
an EASY, CHEAP & SAFE
business plan, conducted by
business men on business
principles.

Roswell Building
Loan Association
FRED MILLER, Sec'y

North Main

1316

Street

-

.

Mrs. W. D. Aittson and daughter. '
uszej. len. asi mgni iot weir

--

!

Architects.

!

Tally.

jROSWBLL HARDWARE CO.

sal

M. NELSON & CO., Architects.
Roswell, N. M
Oklahoma BUc

J.

f

and retail,

pomps, gasoline

Whole
hardware, pipe,
engines, fencing,

Carry
Hardware Co
- Attorneys;
complete stock of builders hard
p. W. ELLIOTT.?- Attorney and ware, carpenter tools, stoves, rang
counselor in all courts. Ten years!
experience in land and irrigation ee and kitchen utensils at live an
let live prices. S2 J N. Mais..
Garst Bdg.
matters. Rooms
i

-

:

Piano Tuners.

.

plane.

TUNERS, like good,

GOOD

are scarce. Try Bernard ; Pos, the
expert piano tuner for both. Oppo
site P. O., 'phone 85.

i

argains'

Ladies

160 acres 4 miles from depot, 10 acres orchard,! 10 alf-

alfa, trees for fire wood, small homse, artesian well,
:
5,000 or terms.
under Gover
week
bargains
this
Some extra good
Mexico.
New
in
land
ment reservoir. The best
5 acres 2 blocks from Main St. $850. '
4 room house, frame, plastered, corner lot, south
frcr.t, 2 blocks from Main, $400 cash, balance on long time.
Y7e make abstracts that will be admitted as evidence
in n:t3 oyer title.
10 c'jtc3, 8 in orchard, 1 in alfalfa, 1 in garden, 3
.
dltih vrctcr riht. 2,500.
l!
--

flair

Dressing Parlors

A full line of the finest cosmetic &
human hair, also cat hair and
combings made to order
TONE 411
rUttOK 206 W. 44 ST.

:

iiiii.il
l2SNortJi Rlda Street

First class dinners 35c ts
from 12 to 6, Breakfast
and Supper at all hours
a la carte..
XTVi cay atd tzzin

,

t

INDEPENDENT HARDWARE
Wholesale and

BOWLING

!

Perry Wage on, of Hagerman, pass- - t
ed through Roswell last night on his c
way home from : eastern Texas.
150 feet f front on Main street for t;
L000. Yon an not equal this in the .
city. RoaweUv Tttl ft Trust Co.

retail-everythin-

hardware,

Bowling, Box Ball. Billiards, Pool:
Entire equipment regulation. Priv
and Box BaU room for
: ate Bowling
;
ladies. Geo. B. Jewett, Prop.

-

CO.

g

in A"

water supply

tinware,

goods, buggies, wagons, implements
and plumbing.

'

Butcher Shops.

last night, after spending the day in

is

for

Roswell

ABSTRACTS.

SOS

N.

Main, "Phone 91
JILMORE ft FLEMING:
Real Es
tate and Live Stock. 316K North
'
Main.

;

Roswell on" business.
Russell does carnage work.

Title and Trust Company,

'"
.

W. R. Evans and W. J. Gordon re-- ;,
turned to their homes at Hagerman u

Real Estate.

4--

i

IMS

of Carlsbad, was here n
was initiated Into the
Elks lodger last night.
C, T. Webb,
Tuesdny- - and

rigs.

U

The .Fire Department wishes ha
thank those who donated so llberalhy
to the department in appreciation of
services rendered Tuesday morning
at the fire in the "Pink Houm." Ros-wen Fire Department.

t!
i:

Phone R. B. Jones for

11

very

.

Hotels.

THE NEW GILKESON:
First class! k choice selection of both city- and
J. S. MEAT MARKET. Keeps uoth- - dining room service.
Meals 60s. Spe farm property at good figures to
. Ins:
but tiie best.. Quality oui
motto.
olal rates for' meal tickets. Free buyer. Also money to loam. Miss
sample rooms. Rooms with private
Nell R. Moore.
Billiard-Po- ol
Halls.
bath. One. block . west of Postofflce.
Real estate, farms,
JA. C. WILSON:
POOL.
BOWLING, BILLIARDS,
New ranches, city property.
Office SOS
Balke Coll. Co. equip-- ! GRAND CENTRAL HOTEL:
Brunswick
management. A. J. Witt em an, Prop. N. Main St. Address Box 30 Rosment. Geo. B. Jewett, Prop..?
Biggest and best. Only hotel equip
well, N. M.
ped with sampte- - room.
Department Stores.
-

,

-

-

-

Ready-to-wea- rApparel.
JAFFA. PRAGER ft CO. Dry goods, ROSWELL HOTEL.
We are not
sup-j
cloth rig, groceries .sad ranchITHB
MORRISON
BROS.
8TORH.
only giving you something good to
plies.
Outfitters in ready to wear apparel
jOYCE-PRUIeat,- but we fan you. while you eat.
Dry
Goods,
CO.
for men, women and - enildren. MilClothing, Groceries, etc The larg
linery specialty.
est supply house in the Southwest.
Wholesale and Retail.
Jewelry Stores.
.

ted

Bfc.

t

i den for land but r
111 W. J.
lOtM f
'phone 444.

See Ririe ft
veying-aa- d

:!

Mi

We compile abstracts that win he
admitted as evidence In any court In
the Territory. When getting an ab- tract you should get the best. Roe- well Titte ft Trust Co.

'

T

Seed Store.

Drug Stores.
aOSWELL DRUG ft JEWELRY
Oldest drug store in Roswell.

things

Works.

Alterations and
repairs. Cleaning and pressing.
PECOS

K. C. DYE WORKS.

YALLEY

109 Main St.

Y
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a democrat, to do so, that there
are many men in every state in this
jgreat union who would be a worthy
representative as President of the
United States. In every state you can
lhave dozens of them, it is also true
that every state has Its favorite son.
It is also true that we all respect the
(candidates whenever they are worthy
men. But it Is also true, gentlemen,
fthat, while there are lots of men In
the different states of this great
who are the favorite sons of these
states, there Is one man who is not
the citizen of any. one state; there is
lone man who is as much our man as
he is the man of the democracy of the
state of New York; there is one man
who is as much their democrat as
those from the state of Iowa, say, and
(there is one man who is as much our
hersv (man as a candidate for President of
The democracy of the Territory
jthe United States, even, as he is the
here today, my friends, Jinan from the state of Nebraska. It
and,- following the dogma of democra- - jlseems to me, gentlemen of the conven- cy, that foundation- stone around jit ion, that it is unnecessary to tire you
which clings everything which forms lany kmger. I only wanted "to ' say
the great democratic party, and that these few things because I could not
is all the public officials of this Terri- help but say them to you. I feel that
tory, or of any other entity, should
am in a Democratic
atmosphere.
be selected, not. by a few but by the I feel that all the energy of this great
sovereign will of the democracy of the audience is friendly to the democratic
My friends, party. A man who has been travelling
Territory. (Applause)
you all know what calls us here today. through the Territory of New Mex
There are two propoeitioua which we, ico and through republican counties,
the democrats of the Territory, are especially, can feel an adverse atmos
to face today, and probably tomorrow, phere as well as he can feel a friend-and there is the selection of a candi- !y one. I have been so long in ad
date, delegate to Congress, to repres- verse atmospheres, i have been so
ent the democratic party of e Terri long in atmospheres which 'hare
me to the bone, that I cannot
tory of New Mexico. The other is to
select six delegates to the National help but expand, now that I am among
Convention to be held at Denver on friend a.
the seventh day of .next: month--- . Am ; Gentlemen of ' the convent! ion, I
I not telling you the truth, my friends, thank you.
i
when ; I say that there Is plenty of
timber in the democratic forest to
'
select the delegate to Congress T , Am MERCHANTS LIMIT'
NUMBER OF HOLIDAYS.
I not ieUng you the truth, when I sCy k
Oat we will select tor delegates to We, the undersigned, merchants of
e C7"Tna-- C "VT'."3nf"x men who RoswelL New Mexico, win from this
'
..5srs dbte close, our stores only on New
9
i O ere to l
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Public sten
BAKER ft ELLIOTT:
CO. Th
GROCERY
WESTERN
Commercial Printing
leading grocery score, nothing bui
. and
ographers,
typewriters
bookthe best. IRINTING:
While good clothes do keepers. Let us do your work, 310
WATSON-FINLEGROCERY CO.
knot make the man, yet it must be!
2
Garst Sir's.. Rooms 5 and 6.
See us for the most complete line conceded they have great influence
fancy
and
groceries
of staple and
in forming opinion - regarding: hftn.
Tailors.
fresh fruits and vegetables is the So is It with printing. Neat, tasty
city.
,
stationery has a good effect upon
,its recipients. Such stationery can
Undertakers.
Grain, Fuel & Hide Dealers;
oe securea-- in Kosweil- - at reaaona- ; ble prices
ft SON. vUndertakers. Priat the Record Job Prin- DILLEY
ROSWELL WOOL ft HIDE. CO. Lei
vate
prompt service.
us furnish you with your Grain. Coal ting Office, 402 N. Main St. Giv ULLERYambulance,
CO.
FURNITURE
Underus
a
we
phone
30
buy
hides,
trial.
and wood,
takers. 'Phone No.76 or No. 111.

they-woul-

77 tf ii

.

Jk

123 W. 2d

them? No, the ony thing necessary
for them to do is to have Mr.
of Socorro county, Mr.
of "Valencia County, and Mr.
from some other county meet in
the Alvarado Hotel, and there decide
the destinies of the republican party,
and decide for you. They are not expected to consult you. You very well
know; snd they know, that, if the free,
republicans of this Territory should
be consulted that they would feel
of their republicanism; that
feel ashamed of their
to have to say that, in this great
Territory of New: Mexico, in which
you can travel for two days and not
get over the boundary lines, you have
not a. single man who would be a
representative of your interests

"

-

at the last special election; stating
that their attorneys have finally pas-y.
X
Mi
wq
u,. .1.
oral uiuu uro iv(.nij
,ini
that the money is ready when need-ed- .

HIT JUS ft DUNN. We pay more for
LUMBER CO. I
second-han- d
goods.
Lumber, shingles, doors, lime, ce
69.
Phone
No. 100 N. Main
ment,- paints, varnish and glass. .
ROSWELL LUMBER CO.
Oldest
Furniture Stores.
Sanatorium
lumber yard In RoswelL See us for
CO.
FURNITURE
Tht all kinds of building materials and HOSWELL TENT CITY AND-- SANA
DILLEY
swellest line of furniture in RosJ paint.
TORIUM, Incorporated.
Dr. C. L.
well. Hign qualities and low priced
EMP LUMBER CO. Call on as fori Parsons, 'Manager. Lumber, Shingles, etc. We treat
you
right. East 4th St
Grocery Stores.
Stenographers & Typewriters
-

H. AngelL 'phone 617.

Company,-

d

Makin's

Lumber Yards.

Buttermilk aeuvered at your house i
15c per gallon. Roswell Creamery '

--

Second Hand Stores.

DANIEL DRUG CO. Headquarters L. B. BOELLNER.
Rosweil's
best
for drugs, wall papers paints, varjeweler. A full, line cut glass, hand
nish.
painted China, diamonds, etc.

at

.
MONEY IS READY JpW'- WATER yrTRK ANO SEWERS. I.
City attorney-Ccot- t'
than rouelyed a u
telegram from John iNuveen-'anCov,
the buyers of the bonds authorized i

-

.

Dye

-

HARRY MORRISON.- - The leading .Roswell Ssed Co. All kinds
jeweler. ' Watches,
and exclusive
field and garden seeds. New
CO. ' diamonds. Jewelry, rich cut glass logue stow ready, free for asking.
All and hand painted China, Sterling!
and plated silverware.

-

D

home at" Midland, Tex
Bring: Your-- old crippled ' ho
tabbi. He has first class horse ehoer

'

Enterprise

.

Imo.

4--

tusiness any other business days.-- This we are doing for the benefit
oi the people, as we have been censured through the press and by the
public because it has put the purchasing-class,
to

-c

The Virginia Inn.
Ave.)
'
:
Everything first class. Breakfast
to 8; dinner, 11:30 to 1:30; supper,).
6 to 7. Special dinners every Wed- - '
nesday and Sunday. .All meals 25c
Mrs. Ells, Spain. Proprietress. 86t6
-

(406 N. Richardson

GAMES SCHEDULED IN THE
PECOS VALLEY LEAGul.
Hagerman. at Roswell, June- 1L
Hagerman. at RoswelL June . 13V
Lakewood at Artesis, June 13.
Lake Arthur at Lakewood, June 10.
Roswell at Clovis, June 14.
Roswell at Clovls, June IS.
Lakewood at Clovis,. June 30.
Lakewood at Clovis, June 21.
Artesla at Lake Arthur, Juae 1C
Lake Arthur at Roswell, June 10.
.

Artesla at Hagerman. June 20.
Artesla at Roswell. June 31.
Roswell at Hagerman, June 24.
Roswell at Artesla. June 35."
Roswell- at Artesis, 'June 26."
Roswell- - at Lakewood,' June- - Tls
Lake Arthur at Hagerman, June 37.
-

(Signed)

Price ft Co.
t
Co.
Jaffa, Prager ft Co.
Watson-Finle- y
Gro. Co.
The Independent Hdw. Co.
Roswell Hardware-C- o.
The Stine Shoe Co.
F. Snipes.
Morrison Bros, ft Co.
Ullery Furn. Co.
Joyce-Prui-

Forstad ft Johnson,
Enterprise Hdw. Co.
Shepherd ft Co.
Harry Morrison.
Dilley Furniture Co.
E. H. Williams ft Co.
;

George Freldenbloom.

.

Don't get warmed. up or permit
any of the good things in
to geti hot and perhnpn.-spoiled-

-

Special

norse-uosin-

i

1

Don't Pay Rent

Russell .does

m.i&9

ROSWELL, ..TRADING - CO.
Coall
Transfer..
CHAVES COUNTY ABSTRACT CO. Hay and . Grain. Always the beat. VALLEY. TRANSFER. All kinds ef
F, P. Gayle, manager. Reliable aio Bast SeoondvSL Phonn; 136 r
transfer ' work, except?, moving
I prompt.
4tzei
houses. Telephones,, 409 Cattle ExROSWELL TITLE ft TRUST CO.
change, and 455 residence
Hardware-Store- s.
ABSTRACTS, real estate and loans;
C J.

,
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Abstracts.

.

GHAVES

ROSWEEL

I

.

-
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Record Office.

--

Record Want Ads. Get Results.
Rubber Tires, Rubber Tirea.
At T. m. oMua'a blacksmith shop.

;

ext to the North Pole, it is the
coldest? thing on earth, and it
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Slow
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ders here "before 9:00 a. m. Any ' '
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make this a Democratic' state, and
will say to the people of eastern New
Mexico, come, see who will give the
biggest majority for Lanrazolo.
So, therefore, my friends, with state
hood approaching, with this vast body
of Democrats still crossing the eastern line of New Mexico, with the best
of this race, descendants of these
conquerors in our ranks for if there
are any unworthy, they are Republicans, so now what shall we do with
WATERS AT KANSAS CITY REACH
this nomination? Oh, I need not ask
WITHIN HALF A BLOCK OF
you that question. Everybody knows
THE UNION 8TATION.
what we are going to do. I do not
misjudge the people of the Pecos Valley, or wherever you are coming
from, and I tell you, my friends, they
have been telling me since I came
from Roosevelt county and Eddy
RAILROADS ARE BLOCKED here
county and Chaves county, all the
way up to Union county, that this
time we are going to give the record
breaking majority for whom? For
larrazolo. (Applause)." They do not
Hundreds of Homeless People In Kan have to be persuaded to vote for Larsas Towns, but No Suffering. Dam razolo. They have made up their
age at Topeka is Not Great Despite minds to vote for him- They know
the Fact that the Food Waters En how he was cheated two years ago;
how eloquent he ds ; .. an educated,
tered the City.
splendid citizen, and a Democrat, as
I told you awhile ago, who got his
Democracy In Texas. And so, my
Friends, the county from which I
come,
has had its trials and tribulaKansas City, Mo, June 11. Flood
you
conditions have bettered here on the tions (and if I talk earnestly to
I
victim
is
been
because
have
it
the
whole this morning. The Kaw river
began falling before daylight and the of these outrages that were perpetratwater steadily receded from the inun ed on him) and one other thing In
dedated ' districts. The Missouri con tin favor of him is that when he wasmonhe said: "I have not the
ues to rise slowly, but can do no ad- feated
ey to fight a contest, but I appeal to
ditional damage at this point.
you to help me. Do what you can and
The Kaw became stationary at Kan- I will do all the legal work;" and he
sas City at one o'clock this morning has prepared a brief that would be
when it reached the stage of 2S.1 feet an honor to any lawyer, showing up
The Missouri at seven o'clock stood these frauds and outrages, and I tell
at 28.3 feet a rise of one foot since 8 you every man who has contributed
o'clock last night. The weather bur- to the fund of Larrazolo, has done the
eau predicts the Missouri will contin- best work for the Democratic party
ue to rise for twenty hours.
In New Mexico and the best work to
All railroads were in operation at correct wrong and outrages, because,
the Trnlo Station this moralng except to expose a wrong Is half to correct It.
the Union Pacific and the Missouri That which is blazoned tonight on
Pacific, whose bridges are under wat our platform, in view of the public,
er and the Santa Fe. The water is a will do more to abash these conhalf block away from the station and scienceless rascals than anything else
with the fall in the Kaw, all danger
Larrazolo
deserves well at our
of the water reaching that structure bands for having fought that contest,
passed. In the stock yards the water and, whether he wins or loses, we will
is receding fast but business Is para- make it so that he will get his salary
lyzed and no stock can be moved. The for the next term.
water is still standing several feet
So, my friends, on behalf of Bernadeep in. one fourth of the hog pens lillo county. In which we have a city
and there was two feet of water in that we are proud of and when we
the basement of the stock, exchange, come down here we cannot help but
Despite the fact that hundreds of love Roswell, too, two progressive
homeless persons are in Armourdale public spirited cities, and we from Aland Argentine, there is no actual dis buquerque reach our hands to San
tress and the citizens of Kansas City, Miguel county, where this Larrazolo
Kan., are taking care of all the needy. lives, and say to them, come, take
Cleaning Up af Topeka.
our place and put his name first and
Topeka, Kan, June 11. With some let us have the privilege of following
of the lower portions of North Tope you and telling why we are here
ka, near Soldiers Creek and "Little because he Is not only from San MigRussia" still submerged with dead wa uel county, but belongs to every porter, the major portion of the town is tion of New Mexico.
above water and the street cars have

FLOODS
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It's Trousers You're After

If
.

Aek our salesman to show you the line of R & W Trousers. If you have learned to appreciate a
pair
of trousers, our clerk wont have to do the urging. You
will be enthusiastic yourself as soon as you see a pair.
Wearers of B & W Trousers always are enthusiastic.
There is something in the appearance and comfortable
fit of a Pair of R & W Trousers that compels enthusiasm.
well-ma-

-

.

Just try it out for yourself.
$2.50 to $6.50.

Our

NO NEWS OP MAIL. POUCH
..,, LOST WITH $50,000 CASH.
Kivnlum City jane 11. No important developments have transpired In
the case of the missing mail pouch
alleged to contain at least $50,000 In
currency which disappeared last Saturday night In the Union depot sub
station of the local postoffice, accord-

ing to statement of the chief postoffice inspector this morning. That of
ficial said that no arrests had been

"made.
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Guarantee Always Goes

TAFT HAS

resumed service.

504
HIS

NOMINATION

NOW
ASSURED AT

THE CHICAGO CONVENTION
ON FIRST. BALLOT.

- People who read the Dally
Record subscribe and pay for
it, mad hare money to buy the
goods advertised in tbe paper.

TAFT DELEGATES

FERGUSON

SEATED

He Gets Delegates from 8outh Care- Una. Interest Now Centers in the
Makeup of the Chicago Convention
Committees, and the Platform Dec

larations.

(Continued from Page One.)
the nomination, and in. the midst of
the Republican power and corruption
and outrage, he led the Democratic
banner like the true man he is. He
fed us to honest victory, but was
swindled out of it. Now, talk about
having any hesitation as to whom we
should nominate. I have aever had
any dourt as to what my duty was
about gring Larrazolo my vote; now,
when there is a certainty of election;
who
and I feel that the Democrat
would try' to take the nomination
from him now. In view of what he
did then, would hardly be playing a
worthy part. Now, my friends, it is
therefore a matter of Justice to nom
inate Larrazolo.
Another thing, It is a matter of
.
good party policy to nominate
We. have a clas3 of citizens in
New Mexico who inherited this territory and this region of country where
we live, from the valiant Spanish
conquerors, who rescued it from darkness, and brought it .to some semblance of civilization. Their descendants live here. In the midst of us.
Some of you have not bees long in
(his country, my friends, and do not
know them. But, If this is to be made
a Democratic state it is to be made
such by the Joint action of you new
"

Chicago, June 11. With more than
a majority of the contests filed before
the national committee wiped oft the
books and with the Taft delegates
to the number of 504 already accredited to the convention, the interest in
today's developments centers In the
make-u- p
of the convention committees and the declarations which will
be made In the platform. .

rJp'EI .Help x
-

1 1

V

on your, present coal shortage
The national committee still has
even if you only want a small contests Involving 94 seats to consider but a strenuous effort is being made
e
quantity. But we strongly
to rush this work to completion.' The
South Carolina contests were sched
you to
ad-Tia-

uled for the opening work today. Tenn
essoe, Texas , and Oklahoma will
probably, follow and then will come
the contests In Arlxooa and Alaska.
The work of tie committee Is simpli
fied o a, considerable extent, by .the
,

.-

-

l.....r Ccl

f.cny

first of August prices agreement to
consolidate the contests
..''''",J,.,
from .Texas..
tals toother jump..
CAROLINA
SOUTH
th3 cr3 cf putting it off when ,TAFT GETS
Chicago, June 11. Tfcs hearing of
yci bv8 to buy it sooner; or the first Sooth Carolina contest occu
V pied but a short time and the commit
I. rr-j-- J?
..'.
tee scs. tie ;Taft delegation.
L' i ci !r 77 Low much you
Attorney .General Wads H. Ems,
your
ia
cf
CU, arrived In CMcago ' toJay,
tT9.it
with him a rough drtrt of
t:- cryOa

t--
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So-wha-
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HITCHCOCK
RELEASED ON BOND.
Raymond
New York, June 11.
Hltchhcock, the comedian, who was
acquitted last night by a jury which
for several days had been hearing evidence on charges presented by several young girls, and who was remanded to prison under other indictments
on similar charges, was released from
the Tombs this afternoon on $7,500
ball. No definite decision has been
reached as to what course will be taken with reTerence to the indictments
still pending.
RAYMOND

The banks and the stores are open
and business men say that aside from
the moving and cleaning up, the loss
will not amount to $500. This does
not include the loss of the Union "Pacific, which has been heavy at their
tie plant.

ADDRESS
Mr. Hinkle's

Address.

Ladies and Gentlemen and Friends:
This is enough honor for me, to 'be
the Chairman of the first Democratic
Convention, of any Territorial Convention in the Pecos Valley. (Cheers)i
As I say, this is enough honor for me,
but I appreciate and embrace this
opportunity to say that I have never,
at any time, been a candidate far delegate to Congress.
I appreciate the
hearty support from my home county
and by my home people, and from
many frends over the Territory. It
was unsolicited on my part and I have
done nothing asking anyone's support;
and, as I say, I embrace this opportunity, and I am glad to take this opportunity to decline, if I was ever in
the race, and to say that I desire bo
support that peerless Democrat, Mr.
Larrazolo. I believe, and I think the
Democrats of 'New Mexico believe,
and that the republicans believe, that

j

A stove that is always ready 1
A stove that makes no smoke, smell or

ashes!
A safe stove! An economical stove! A
clean stove!
A stove that requires no skill to operate it!

A

was honestly elected 2
years ago. I think that is an additional argument in favor of the fact
that he is entitled to the nomination.
There is no question this time his
nomination means an election.
I "wish to say to the democrats iof
New Mexico, to unite. - That is the
only way in which you can win. We
must get together. Select your committee; do it here in the convention.
Put the ibest men y.ou have on your
Let us play politics like
committee.
we play business. Go in to win. Unite.
Do it beEffect your organization.
fore you adjourn. We would like to
have you here with us, we want you
to stay, but especially we want you, be
fore, you leave, to effect your organization. This is a Democratic year
anyway. We are going to win all
along the line. (Applause.)
I wish to say for Chaves county,
that we have never met defeat. In
our fifteen or eighteen years of organization, there have been only two
of the enemy who have held offices,
and there will never be another. I
wish to say to the Democrats in the
other part of "the Territory, do just
as you did two years ago, for Mr. Larrazolo, and we are going v to furnish
the majority. I wish to say for our
sister couaty, Roosevelt, that cast
3,500 votes in the democratic primary,
and to other counties who have made
material gains, that we are going to
furnish the majority, and all we would
ask of the people from other parts
of the Territory is to do just what
you did two years ago for Mr. Lara-zoland Mr. Andrews will not be in
it,
I cannot lay too much stress upon
organization. I am a firm believer in
organization.
I believe in getting together. It is like the boy who went
to the base ball game on Sunday, and
the next Sunday he wanted to go
again. But his mother said: "Oh no,
you had better not go to the baseball game, but you had ought to go
to Sunday school." So he conesnted
and then next Sunday went to Sunday
School. When he" got home, his mo
ther asked him how he liked it, and
if it was not better than going to the
ball game. He much astonished her
by saying he did not see much differ
ence. And when she asked what he
meant by that he said: "Well, at Sun
day School they said, stand up for
Christ," and at the base ball game
Mr. Larrazolo

and
A "Quick Meal" Stove will do anywood
all work that can be done on a
or coal stove, only with the differ-It
ence that the "Quick Meal" does
quicker, cheaper and In a more agree;
'
able and reliable way.

The above is the "Quick Meal" Trad
Mark. If you want to see the little "Quick
Meal" chick get a quick meal, put it close
to your eyes and your nose .on the cross
Look at it that way steadily for a
minute and you will see the chick make a
"Quick Meal" of the bug. People who
use a "Quick Meal" know how to cook a
meal quick and eat it in comfort "Quick
Meal" Stoves look well, cook well, bake
well and last well. They could not be
made better at any price. Their immense
ale is due to their merits to nothing elss

().
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PROMINENT IOWA
j
DEMOCRAT DEAD.
Burlington, la., June 11. William A.
Morgan, once editor of the Burlington azette, member of the legislature, thev said: "For Christ's sake, sit
and Democratic speaker of the house, down."- 1 wish - to say now that, as
an Illustration of that (and I hope
(
died last night.
it is not sacrilege to do so) to let the
democrats stand up for democracy
and let the knockers sit down in front.
:

f

STREET CAR BLOWN
UP. WITH DYNAMITE
Cleveland, O., June 11. The police
of Euclid Heights, the- suburb in
which a municipal traction car w
blown up with dynamite at an early
hour this morning, are bending every
effort to discover the miscreant who
caused the explosion. Seven passen
eers were injured, none of them fa
tally. The car was running slowly
when the front wheels struck the explosive. The explosion was heard ov
er a mile. The windows of the car
were shattered and the seats twisted. Only the slow speed of the car
saved it from going over a steep embankment. Two sticks of dynamite
were found on the rails where they
had been placed with the intention
of blowing up the car going in the
opposite direction.

Thursday and Friday,

-

Larra-zolo-

A Bolt From

a Clear Sky

would startle you. We also
want to startle you with the
comers, 7Eo, God knows we welcome,
original
and these
inhabitants of New statement that we have a
Mexico, some of whom you have seen
today. In our temporary chairman. stock of Hardware that you
our present secretary sad all over cannot look through without
this hatt. They are wortky, but some
Republicans have told me: "You nom finding something you want
inate Larrazolo and we will get a sol- and that it will pay you to
id vote for Judge Mann in the Pecos
Pay us a visit and we
Valley." I felt like telling them, you buy.
tie and you know It; for I believe the will prove to you that the
people of Chaves county Intend to
the visit will pay you. Our
prove the best platform any political wind mill and pump men
arty las sanctioned In recent years" are very busynow,. but . not
of
Tv'PT'''"tH
Cfaro.iaawas also decided In so busy but' we can attend
TTcf Tt-- and the committee took to your needs. Call on us.
a conterts
;

DEMOCRATS OF KENTUCKY
.IN STATE CONVENTION.
Lexington, " Ky., June 11. The Dem
ocrats of Kentucky met in state con
vention this afternoon, and the indi
cations are that the work of the con
vention will be finished before ad
journment tonight. Harmony prevails,
and the delegates will be Instructed
'
for Bryan.

3 p. m. Amusement Park
Hagerman now stands at the top of the
Leasme with Roswell second.
These games will decide the leadership.- -

Extraordinary 30 Day Offer
Watch cleaning only
$1.00
Mainsprings only .......... 91 .00
Balance Ashers...... ......$2 00
Jewels in ordinary watches. fl. 00
Engraving fancy Old English and ribbon, large let-
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U. S. WEATHFR BUREAU.'
(Local Report. Observation Taken at
r
6:00 a. m.)
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stove which has revolutionized
"cooking," and has transformed
the drudgery of the kitchen work
into a pleasant pastime.

H4 June .11. Temperatore. Max., 93; mtn, 57 mean, 75.
Precipitation, 00; wind S., velocity
2 miles; weather clear.
Forecast,. Roswell and Vicinity:
Roswell,--N.

Fair tonight and Friday;

tcrJ-"- t.

warmer

Medinm

I

106

....... .

15o

.nr.. ....""........10o

North Main

Small..
.6e
Script, 3 letters
10c
All work of tbe highest quality.
$10 spectacles only
$3 00
5 spectacle only
$3.60
Watches snd Jewelry at Greatly Reduced prices. Everything
Guaranteed as represented.

C. FE1NBERG

Ctresfe
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Opposite Joyce Prc't Cj.

